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一、个人申报
（一）基本情况【围绕《浙江工程师学院（浙江大学工程师学院）工程类专业学位研究生工

程师职称评审参考指标》，结合该专业类别(领域)工程师职称评审相关标准，举例说明】

1. 对本专业基础理论知识和专业技术知识掌握情况

在我的人工智能药学专业领域，我对基础理论知识和技术知识有着深刻的理解和扎实的掌握

，我熟悉药学的相关知识。

在人工智能方面，我学习了机器学习、数据挖掘等相关技术，并理解如何将这些技术应用于

药物研发过程中，以提高药物发现的效率和准确性。我对图神经网络（GNN）等前沿技术的

应用有深入的了解，能够运用这些技术解决复杂的生物信息学问题，例如在信号通路分析和

免疫排斥机制研究中的应用。

2. 工程实践的经历

在我的工程实践中，我参与了一项创新项目，旨在开发基于图神经网络的肾脏移植免疫排斥

机制信号通路寻找方法。这个项目不仅锻炼了我将理论知识应用于实际问题的能力，还提升

了我在数据处理、模型构建、算法优化等方面的实践技能。

在项目中，我负责了数据的获取与预处理，确保了数据的质量和可靠性。接着，我参与了图

神经网络模型的构建，包括细胞系图表征、特征提取和免疫排斥预测等关键环节。通过使用

交叉损失函数对模型进行训练和参数优化，我提高了预测的准确性。此外，我还利用注意力

机制识别了关键基因，这有助于深入理解免疫排斥的分子机制，并为未来开发针对性的治疗

策略提供了新的视角。

通过这次实践经历，我不仅提高了自己的专业技能，还体会到了跨学科知识融合和技术创新

在解决医学领域问题中的重要性。这一经历也为我未来在人工智能药学领域的研究和工作奠

定了坚实的基础。

3.在实际工作中综合运用所学知识解决复杂工程问题的案例

在实际工作中，综合运用所学知识解决复杂工程问题的案例之一是开发一种基于图神经网络

的肾脏移植发生免疫排斥机制的信号通路寻找方法。这一案例不仅展示了跨学科知识的融合

应用，还体现了如何通过技术创新来解决医学领域中的具体问题。

一、背景

肾移植是治疗终末期肾病的有效手段，但移植后的免疫排斥反应是影响移植成功率和患者长

期生存的关键因素。传统的免疫排斥预测方法依赖于有限的生物标志物和经验判断，缺乏对

免疫反应机制的深入理解。因此，开发一种能够准确预测免疫排斥并揭示其分子机制的方法

，对于提高移植成功率和优化患者管理具有重要意义。

二、问题定义

如何利用现有的单细胞转录组数据和信号通路数据，开发一种新的算法，以提高肾脏移植后

免疫排斥反应的预测准确性，并识别关键的信号通路和基因。

三、方法论

1. 
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数据获取与预处理：首先，从浙江大学第一附属医院获取了18196条单细胞转录组数据和免

疫排斥标签。对数据进行质量控制，剔除异常值和缺失值，确保数据的准确性和可靠性。

2. 
图神经网络模型构建：基于图神经网络（GNN）构建免疫排斥预测模型。模型包括细胞系图

表征模块、细胞系图特征提取模块、免疫排斥预测模块和重要基因提取模块。细胞系图表征

模块将转录组数据编码为细胞系图，其中节点代表基因，边代表基因间的信号通路关系。细

胞系图特征提取模块通过图卷积层提取细胞系特征。免疫排斥预测模块使用全局平均池化层

将节点特征聚合，用于预测免疫排斥。

3. 
模型训练与优化：使用交叉熵损失函数对模型进行训练和参数优化，以提高预测的准确性。

4. 
重要基因识别：通过注意力机制对基因进行重要性排序，提取前10个重要基因作为信号通路

的关键节点。

四、实施过程

1. 
数据整合：整合单细胞转录组数据和信号通路数据，构建训练样本集，确保数据集的平衡性

和代表性。

2. 
模型开发：开发图神经网络模型，包括设计细胞系图表征、特征提取和免疫排斥预测的具体

算法。

3. 模型训练：在训练集上训练模型，通过验证集进行模型选择和参数调优。

4. 
预测与分析：使用训练好的模型对测试集进行预测，并通过生物信息学方法分析预测结果，

识别关键信号通路和基因。

五、结果与讨论

通过实施上述方法，研究团队成功开发了一种新的免疫排斥预测模型。该模型在测试集上的

预测准确率达到了0.99，远高于传统方法。此外，通过注意力机制识别出的关键基因和信号

通路为理解免疫排斥的分子机制提供了新的视角，有助于未来开发针对性的治疗策略。

六、结论

本案例展示了如何将图神经网络技术应用于医学领域，解决肾脏移植后免疫排斥预测的复杂

工程问题。通过跨学科的知识融合和技术创新，不仅提高了预测的准确性，还为深入理解免

疫排斥机制提供了新的途径。这一方法的成功实施为其他医学问题的解决提供了借鉴，展示

了数据驱动方法在现代医学研究中的潜力和价值。
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Abstract

Many crucial scientific problems involve designing novel molecules with desired
properties, which can be formulated as a black-box optimization problem over
the discrete chemical space. In practice, multiple conflicting objectives and
costly evaluations (e.g., wet-lab experiments) make the diversity of candidates
paramount. Computational methods have achieved initial success but still struggle
with considering diversity in both objective and search space. To fill this gap,
we propose a multi-objective Bayesian optimization (MOBO) algorithm lever-
aging the hypernetwork-based GFlowNets (HN-GFN) as an acquisition function
optimizer, with the purpose of sampling a diverse batch of candidate molecular
graphs from an approximate Pareto front. Using a single preference-conditioned
hypernetwork, HN-GFN learns to explore various trade-offs between objectives.
We further propose a hindsight-like off-policy strategy to share high-performing
molecules among different preferences in order to speed up learning for HN-
GFN. We empirically illustrate that HN-GFN has adequate capacity to generalize
over preferences. Moreover, experiments in various real-world MOBO settings
demonstrate that our framework predominantly outperforms existing methods
in terms of candidate quality and sample efficiency. The code is available at
https://github.com/violet-sto/HN-GFN.

1 Introduction

Designing novel molecular structures with desired properties, also referred to as molecular optimiza-
tion, is a crucial task with great application potential in scientific fields ranging from drug discovery
to material design. Molecular optimization can be naturally formulated as a black-box optimization
problem over the discrete chemical space, which is combinatorially large [52]. Recent years have
witnessed the trend to leverage computational methods, such as deep generative models [31] and
combinatorial optimization algorithms [62, 30], to facilitate optimization. However, the applicability
of most prior approaches in real-world scenarios is hindered by two practical constraints: (i) Chemists
commonly seek to optimize multiple properties of interest simultaneously [60, 33]. For example, in
addition to effectively inhibiting a disease-associated target, an ideal drug is desired to be easily syn-
thesizable and non-toxic. Unfortunately, as objectives often conflict, in most cases, there is no single

∗Equal contribution.
†Corresponding authors.
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Figure 1: MOBO loop for molecular optimization using a surrogate model M for uncertainty
estimation and HN-GFN for acquisition function optimization. In each round, the policy πθ is trained
with reward function Rλ, where λ is sampled from Dir(α) per iteration. A new batch of candidates
is sampled from the approximate Pareto front according to target preference vectors λtarget ∈ Λ.

optimal solution, but rather a set of Pareto optimal solutions defined with various trade-offs [18, 45].
(ii) Realistic oracles (e.g., wet-lab experiments and high-fidelity simulations) require substantial costs
to synthesize and evaluate molecules [22]. Hence, the number of oracle evaluations is notoriously
limited. In such scenarios, the diversity of candidates is a critical consideration.

Bayesian optimization (BO) [34, 54] provides a sample-efficient framework for globally optimizing
expensive black-box functions. The core idea is to construct a cheap-to-evaluate surrogate model
approximating the true objective function (also known as the oracle) on the observed dataset and
optimize an acquisition function (built upon the surrogate model) to obtain informative candidates with
high utility for the next round of evaluations. Due to the common large-batch and low-round settings
in biochemical experiments [3], batch BO is prioritized to shorten the entire cycle of optimization [25].
MOBO also received broad attention and achieved promising performance in continuous problems by
effectively optimizing differentiable acquisition functions [12, 13]. Nevertheless, it is less prominent
in discrete problems, where no gradients can be leveraged to navigate the search space.

Although existing discrete molecular optimization methods can be adopted as the acquisition function
optimizer to alleviate this issue, they can hardly consider diversity in both search and objective
space: 1) many neglect the diversity of proposed candidates in search space [30, 33]; 2) many
multi-objective methods simply rely on a predefined scalarization function (e.g., mean) to turn the
multi-objective optimization (MOO) problem into a single-objective one [61, 20]. As the surrogate
model cannot exactly reproduce the oracle’s full behaviors and the optimal trade-off is unclear
before optimization (even with domain knowledge), it is desired to not only propose candidates
that bring additional information about the search space but also explore more potential trade-offs
of interest. To achieve this goal, we explore how to extend the recently proposed generative flow
networks (GFlowNets) [6, 7], a class of generative models that aim to learn a stochastic policy for
sequentially constructing objects with a probability proportional to a reward function, to facilitate
multi-objective molecular optimization. Compared with traditional combinatorial optimization
methods, GFlowNets possess merit in generating diverse and high-reward objects, which has been
verified in single-objective problems [6, 28].

In this work, we present a MOBO algorithm based on GFlowNets for sample-efficient multi-objective
molecular optimization. We propose a hypernetwork-based GFlowNet (HN-GFN) as the acquisition
function optimizer within MOBO to sample a diverse batch of candidates from an approximate
Pareto front. Instead of defining a fixed reward function as usual in past work [6], we train a unified
GFlowNet on the distribution of reward functions (random scalarizations parameterized by preference
vectors) and control the policy using a single preference-conditioned hypernetwork. While sampling
candidates, HN-GFN explores various trade-offs between competing objectives flexibly by varying
the input preference vector. Inspired by hindsight experience replay [2], we further introduce a
hindsight-like off-policy strategy to share high-performing molecules among different preferences
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and speed up learning for HN-GFN. As detailed in our reported experiments, we first empirically
verify that HN-GFN is capable of generalizing over preference vectors, then apply the proposed
framework to real-world scenarios and demonstrate its effectiveness and efficiency over existing
methods. Our key contributions are summarized below:

• We introduce a GFlowNet-based MOBO algorithm to facilitate real-world molecular optimization.
We propose HN-GFN, a conditional variant of GFlowNet that can efficiently sample candidates
from an approximate Pareto front.

• We introduce a hindsight-like off-policy strategy to speed up learning in HN-GFN.

• Experiments verify that our MOBO algorithm based on HN-GFN can find a high-quality Pareto
front more efficiently compared to state-of-the-art baselines.

2 Related Work

Molecular optimization. Molecular optimization has been approached with a wide variety of
computational methods, which can be mainly grouped into three categories: 1) Latent space
optimization (LSO) methods [24, 31, 58, 66] perform the optimization over the low-dimensional
continuous latent space learned by generative models such as variational autoencoders (VAEs) [36].
These methods require the latent representations to be discriminative, but the training of the generative
model is decoupled from the optimization objectives, imposing challenges for optimization [58].
Instead of navigating the latent space, combinatorial optimization methods search for the desired
molecular structures directly in the explicit discrete space with 2) evolutionary algorithms [30]
and 3) reinforcement learning (RL) [62] guiding the search. However, most prior methods only
focus on a single property, from non-biological properties such as drug-likeliness (QED) [8] and
synthetic accessibility (SA) [19], to biological properties that measure the binding energy to a protein
target [6]. Multi-objective molecular optimization has recently received wide attention [33, 61, 20].
For example, MARS [61] employs Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling to find novel
molecules satisfying several properties. However, most approaches require a notoriously large number
of oracle calls to evaluate molecules on the fly [33, 61]. In contrast, we tackle this problem in a
sample-efficient manner.

GFlowNet. GFlowNets [6, 7] aim to sample composite objects proportionally to a reward function,
instead of maximizing it as usual in RL [56]. GFlowNets are related to the MCMC methods due
to the same objective, while amortizing the high cost of sampling (mixing between modes) over
training a generative model. GFlowNets have made impressive progress in various applications,
such as biological sequence design [28], discrete probabilistic modeling [63], and Bayesian structure
learning [15]. While the concept of conditional GFlowNet was originally discussed in Bengio et al.
[7], we are the first to study and instantiate this concept for MOO, in parallel with Jain et al. [29].
Compared with them, we delicately design the conditioning mechanism and propose a hindsight-
like off-policy strategy that is rarely studied for MOO (in both the RL and GFlowNet literature).
Appendix D provides a detailed comparison.

Bayesian optimization for discrete spaces. The application of BO in discrete domains has pro-
liferated in recent years. It is much more challenging to construct surrogate models and optimize
acquisition functions in discrete spaces, compared to continuous spaces. One common approach is
to convert discrete space into continuous space with generative models [24, 16, 44]. Besides, one
can directly define a Gaussian Process (GP) with discrete kernels [46, 53] and solve the acquisition
function optimization problem with evolutionary algorithms [35, 57].

Multi-objective Bayesian optimization. BO has been widely used in MOO problems for efficiently
optimizing multiple competing expensive black-box functions. Most popular approaches are based
on hypervolume improvement [12], random scalarizations [37, 49], and entropy search [27, 5].
While there have been several approaches that take into account parallel evaluations [11, 38] and
diversity [38], they are limited to continuous domains.
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3 Background

3.1 Problem formulation

We address the problem of searching over a discrete chemical space X to find molecular graphs x ∈ X
that maximize a vector-valued objective f(x) =

(
f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fM (x)

)
: X → RM , where

fm is a black-box function (also known as the oracle) evaluating a certain property of molecules.
Practically, realistic oracles are extremely expensive to evaluate with either high-fidelity simulations
or wet-lab experiments. We thus propose to perform optimization in as few oracle evaluations as
possible, since the sample efficiency is paramount in such a scenario.

There is typically no single optimal solution to the MOO problem, as different objectives may
contradict each other. Consequently, the goal is to recover the Pareto front – the set of Pareto optimal
solutions which cannot be improved in any one objective without deteriorating another [18, 45]. In
the context of maximization, a solution f(x) is said to Pareto dominates another solution f(x′) iff
fm(x) ≥ fm(x′) ∀m = 1, . . . ,M and ∃m′ such that fm′(x) > fm′(x′), and we denote f(x) ≻
f(x′). A solution f(x∗) is Pareto optimal if not Pareto dominated by any solution. The Pareto front
can be written as P∗ = {f(x∗) : {f(x) : f(x) ≻ f(x∗) } = ∅}.

The quality of a finite approximate Pareto front P is commonly measured by hypervolume [67] – the
M-dim Lebesgue measure λM of the space dominated by P and bounded from below by a given
reference point r ∈ RM : HV (P, r) = λM (∪|P|

i=1[r, yi]), where [r, yi] denotes the hyper-rectangle
bounded by r and yi = f(xi).

3.2 Batch Bayesian optimization

Bayesian optimization (BO) [54] provides a model-based iterative framework for sample-efficient
black-box optimization. Given an observed dataset D, BO relies on a Bayesian surrogate model
M to estimate a posterior distribution over the true oracle evaluations. Equipped with the surrogate
model, an acquisition function a : X → R is induced to assign the utility values to candidate
objects for deciding which to be evaluated next on the oracle. Compared with the costly oracle, the
cheap-to-evaluate acquisition function can be efficiently optimized. We consider the scenario where
the oracle is given an evaluation budget of N rounds with fixed batches of size b.

To be precise, we have access to a random initial dataset D0 = {(x0
i , y

0
i )}ni=1, where y0i = f(x0

i )
is a true oracle evaluation. In each round i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, the acquisition function is maximized to
yield a batch of candidates Bi = {xi

j}bj=1 to be evaluated in parallel on the oracle yij = f(xi
j). The

observed dataset Di−1 is then augmented for the next round: Di = Di−1 ∪ {(xi
j , y

i
j)}bj=1.

4 Method

In this section, we present the proposed MOBO algorithm based on hypernetwork-based GFlowNet
(HN-GFN), shown in Figure 1. Due to the space limitation, we present the detailed algorithm
in Appendix A. Our key idea is to extend GFlowNets as the acquisition function optimizer for MOBO,
with the objective of sampling a diverse batch of candidates from the approximate Pareto front. To
begin, we introduce GFlowNets in the context of molecule design, then describe how GFlowNet
can be biased by a preference-conditioned hypernetwork to sample molecules according to various
trade-offs between objectives. Next, we propose a hindsight-like off-policy strategy to speed up
learning in HN-GFN. Finally, we introduce the surrogate model and acquisition function.

4.1 Preliminaries

GFlowNets [6] seek to learn a stochastic policy π for sequentially constructing discrete objects
x ∈ X with a probability π(x) ∝ R(x), where X is a compositional space and R : X → R≥0 is
a non-negative reward function. The generation process of object x ∈ X can be represented by a
sequence of discrete actions a ∈ A that incrementally modify a partially constructed object, which is
denoted as state s ∈ S. Let the generation process begin at a special initial state s0 and terminate
with a special action indicating that the object is complete (s = x ∈ X ), the construction of an object
x can be defined as a complete trajectory τ = (s0 → s1 → · · · → sn = x).
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Following fragment-based molecule design [6, 61], the molecular graphs are generated by sequentially
attaching a fragment, which is chosen from a predefined vocabulary of building blocks, to an atom of
the partially constructed molecules. The maximum trajectory length is 8, with the number of actions
varying between 100 and 2000 depending on the state, making |X | up to 1016. There are multiple
action sequences leading to the same state, and no fragment removal actions, the space of possible
action sequences can thus be denoted by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G = (S, E), where the edges
in E are transitions s → s′ from one state to another. To learn the aforementioned desired policy,
Bengio et al. [6] propose to see the DAG structure as a flow network.

Markovian flows. Bengio et al. [7] first define a trajectory flow F : T → R≥0 on the set of all
complete trajectories T to measure the unnormalized density. The edge flow and state flow can then
be defined as F (s → s′) =

∑
s→s′∈τ F (τ) and F (s) =

∑
s∈τ F (τ), respectively. The trajectory

flow F determines a probability measure P (τ) = F (τ)∑
τ∈T F (τ) . If flow F is Markovian, the forward

transition probabilities PF can be computed as PF (s
′|s) = F (s→s′)

F (s) .

Flow matching. A flow is consistent if the following flow consistency equation is satisfied ∀s ∈ S:

F (s) =
∑

s′∈PaG(s)

F (s′ → s) = R(s) +
∑

s′′:s∈PaG(s′′)

F (s → s′′) (1)

where PaG(s) is a set of parents of s in G. As proved in Bengio et al. [6], if the flow consistency
equation is satisfied with R(s) = 0 for non-terminal state s and F (x) = R(x) ≥ 0 for terminal state
x, a policy π defined by the forward transition probability π(s′|s) = PF (s

′|s) samples object x with
a probability π(x) ∝ R(x). GFlowNets propose to approximate the edge flow F (s → s′) using a
neural network Fθ(s, s

′) with enough capacity, such that the flow consistency equation is respected
at convergence. To achieve this, Bengio et al. [6] define a temporal difference-like [56] learning
objective, called flow-matching (FM):

Lθ(s,R) =

(
log

∑
s′∈PaG(s) Fθ(s

′, s)

R(s) +
∑

s′′:s∈PaG(s′′) Fθ(s, s′′)

)2

(2)

One can use any exploratory policy π̃ with full support to sample training trajectories and obtain
the consistent flow Fθ(s, s

′) by minimizing the FM objective [6]. Consequently, a policy defined by
this approximate flow πθ(s

′|s) = PFθ
(s′|s) = Fθ(s→s′)

Fθ(s)
can also sample objects x with a probability

πθ(x) proportionally to reward R(x). Practically, the training trajectories are sampled from a mixture
between the current policy PFθ

and a uniform distribution over allowed actions [6]. We adopt the FM
objective in this work because the alternative trajectory balance [43] was also examined but gave a
worse performance in early experiments. Note that more advanced objectives such as subtrajectory
balance [42] can be employed in future work.

4.2 Hypernetwork-based GFlowNets

Our proposed HN-GFN aims at sampling a diverse batch of candidates from the approximate Pareto
front with a unified model. A common approach to MOO is to decompose it into a set of scalar
optimization problems with scalarization functions and apply standard single-objective optimization
methods to gradually approximate the Pareto front [37, 64]. Here we consider the weighted sum (WS):
sλ(x) =

∑
i λif

i(x) and Tchebycheff [45]: sλ(x) = maxi λif
i(x), where λ = (λi, · · · , λM ) is a

preference vector that defines the trade-off between the competing properties.

To support parallel evaluations, one can simultaneously obtain candidates according to different
scalarizations. Practically, this approach hardly scales efficiently with the number of objectives for
discrete problems. Taking GFlowNet as an example, we need to train multiple GFlowNets separately
for each choice of the reward function Rλ(x) = sλ(x) to cover the objective space:

θ∗λ = argmin
θ

Es∈SLθ(s,Rλ) (3)

Our key motivation is to design a unified GFlowNet to sample candidates according to different
reward functions, even ones not seen during training. Instead of defining the reward function with a
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fixed preference vector λ, we propose to train a preference-conditioned GFlowNet on the distribution
of reward functions Rλ, where λ is sampled from a simplex SM = {λ ∈ Rm|

∑
i λi = 1, λi ≥ 0}:

θ∗ = argmin
θ

Eλ∈SM
Es∈SLθ(s,Rλ) (4)

Remarks. Assuming an infinite model capacity, it is easy to prove that the proposed optimization
scheme (Equation (4)) is as powerful as the original one (Equation (3)), since the solutions to both
loss functions coincide [17]. Nevertheless, the assumption of infinite capacity is extremely strict and
hardly holds, so how to design the conditioning mechanism in practice becomes crucial.

4.2.1 Hypernetwork-based conditioning mechanism

We propose to condition the GFlowNets on the preference vectors via hypernetworks [26]. Hyper-
networks are networks that generate the weights of a target network based on inputs. In vanilla
GFlowNets, the flow predictor Fθ is parameterized with the message passing neural network
(MPNN) [23] over the graph of molecular fragments, with two prediction heads approximating
F (s, s′) and F (s) based on the node and graph representations, respectively. These two heads are
parameterized with multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs). For brevity, we write θ = (θmpnn, θpred).

One can view the training of HN-GFN as learning an agent to carry out multiple policies that
correspond to different goals (reward functions Rλ) defined in the same environment (state space
S and action space A). We thus propose only to condition the weights of prediction heads θpred
with hypernetworks, while sharing the weights of MPNN θmpnn, leading to more generalizable state
representations. More precisely, the hypernetwork h(·;ϕ) takes the preference vector λ as inputs and
outputs the weights θpred = h(λ;ϕ) of prediction heads. The parameters ϕ of the hypernetwork are
optimized like normal parameters. Following Navon et al. [47], we parametrize h using an MLP with
multiple heads, each generating weights for different layers of the target network.

4.2.2 As the acquisition function optimizer

Training. At each iteration, we first sample a preference vector λ from a Dirichlet distribution
Dir(α). Then the HN-GFN is trained with the reward function Rλ(x) = a(µ(sλ(x)), σ(sλ(x));M),
where µ and σ are the posterior mean and standard deviation estimated by M. In principle, we retrain
HN-GFN after every round. We also tried only initializing the parameters of the hypernetwork and
found it brings similar performance and is more efficient.

Sampling. At each round i, we use the trained HN-GFN to sample a diverse batch of b candidates.
Let Λi be the set of k target preference vectors λi

target. We sample b
k molecules for each λi

target ∈ Λi

and evaluate them on the oracle in parallel. We simply construct Λi by sampling from Dir(α), but it
is worth noting that this prior distribution can also be defined adaptively based on the trade-off of
interest. As the number of objectives increases, we choose a larger k to cover the objective space.

4.3 Hindsight-like off-policy strategy

Resorting to the conditioning mechanism, HN-GFN can learn a family of policies to achieve various
goals, i.e., one can treat sampling high-reward molecules for a particular preference vector as a
separate goal. As verified empirically in Jain et al. [28], since the FM objective is off-policy and
offline, we can use offline trajectories to train the target policy for better exploration, so long as the
assumption of full support holds. Our key insight is that each policy can learn from the valuable
experience (high-reward molecules) of other similar policies.

Inspired by hindsight experience replay [2] in RL, we propose to share high-performing molecules
among policies by re-examining them with different preference vectors. As there are infinite possible
preference vectors, we focus on target preference vectors Λi, which are based on to sample candidates,
and build a replay buffer for each λi

target ∈ Λi. After sampling some trajectories during training, we
store in the replay buffers the complete objects x with the corresponding reward Rλi

target
(x).

To be specific, at each iteration, we first sample a preference vector from a mixture between Dir(α)
and a uniform distribution over Λi: (1− γ)Dir(α) + γUniform. If Λi is chosen, we construct half
of the training batch with offline trajectories from the corresponding replay buffer of molecules
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encountered with the highest rewards. Otherwise, we incorporate offline trajectories from the current
observed dataset Di instead to ensure that HN-GFN samples correctly in the vicinity of the observed
Pareto set. Our strategy allows for flexible trade-offs between generalization and specialization.
As we vary γ from 0 to 1, the training distribution of preference vectors moves from Dir(α) to
Λi. Exclusively training the HN-GFN with the finite target preference vectors Λi can lead to poor
generalization. In practice, although we only sample candidates based on Λi, we argue that it is vital
to keep the generalization to leverage the trained HN-GFN to explore various preference vectors
adaptively. The detailed algorithm can be found in Appendix A.

4.4 Surrogate model and acquisition function

While GPs are well-established in continuous spaces, they scale poorly with the number of observa-
tions and do not perform well in discrete spaces [57]. There has been significant work in efficiently
training non-Bayesian neural networks to estimate epistemic uncertainty [21, 39]. We benchmark
widely used approaches (in Appendix C.3), and use a flexible and effective one: evidential deep
learning [1]. As for the acquisition function, we use Upper Confidence Bound [55] to incorporate
the uncertainty. To be precise, the objectives are modeled with a single multi-task MPNN, and the
acquisition function is applied to the scalarization.

5 Experiments

We first verify that HN-GFN has adequate capacity to generalize over preference vectors in a single-
round synthetic scenario. Next, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed MOBO algorithm based
on HN-GFN in multi-round practical scenarios, which are more in line with real-world molecular
optimization. Besides, we conduct several ablation studies to empirically justify the design choices.

5.1 Single-round synthetic scenario

Here, our goal is to demonstrate that we can leverage the HN-GFN to sample molecules with
preference-conditioned property distributions. The HN-GFN is used as a stand-alone optimizer
outside of MOBO to directly optimize the scalarizations of oracle scores. As the oracle cannot be
called as many times as necessary practically, we refer to this scenario as a synthetic scenario. To
better visualize the trend of the property distribution of the sampled molecules as a function of the
preference weight, we only consider two objectives: inhibition scores against glycogen synthase
kinase-3 beta (GNK3β) and c-Jun N-terminal kinase-3 (JNK3) [40, 33].

Compared methods. We compare HN-GFN against the following methods. Preference-specific
GFlowNets (PS-GFN) is a set of vanilla unconditional GFlowNets, each trained separately for a
specific preference vector. Note that PS-GFN is treated as "gold standard" rather than a baseline,
as it is trained and evaluated using the same preference vector. Concat-GFN and FiLM-GFN
are two alternative conditional variations of GFlowNet based on the concatenation and FiLM [51],
respectively. MOEA/D [64] and NSGA-III [14] are two multi-objective evolutionary algorithms that
also incorporate preference information. We perform evolutionary algorithms over the 32-dim latent
space learned by HierVAE [32], which gives better optimization performance than JT-VAE [31].

Metrics. All the above methods are evaluated over the same set of 5 evenly spaced preference
vectors. For each GFlowNet-based method, we sample 1000 molecules per preference vector as
solutions. We compare the aforementioned methods on the following metrics: Hypervolume
indicator (HV) measures the volume of the space dominated by the Pareto front of the solutions and
bounded from below by the preference point (0, 0). Diversity (Div) is the average pairwise Tanimoto
distance over Morgan fingerprints. Correlation (Cor) is the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
between the probability of sampling molecules from an external test set under the GFlowNet and
their respective rewards in the logarithmic domain [48]. See more details in Appendix B.1.2. In a
nutshell, HV and Div measure the quality of the solutions, while Cor measures how well the trained
model is aligned with the given preference vector. Each experiment is repeated with 3 random seeds.

Experimental results. As shown in Table 1, HN-GFN outperforms the baselines and achieves
competitive performance to PS-GFN (gold standard) on all the metrics. Compared to GFlowNet-based
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Table 1: Evaluation of different methods on the synthetic scenario.

Method HV (↑) Div (↑) Cor (↑)

MOEA/D 0.182 ± 0.045 n/a n/a
NSGA-III 0.364 ± 0.041 n/a n/a
PS-GFN 0.545 ± 0.055 0.786 ± 0.013 0.653 ± 0.003

Concat-GFN 0.534 ± 0.069 0.786 ± 0.004 0.646 ± 0.008
FiLM-GFN 0.431 ± 0.045 0.795 ± 0.014 0.633 ± 0.009

HN-GFN 0.550 ± 0.074 0.797 ± 0.015 0.666 ± 0.010

Figure 2: Left: The distribution of Top-100 JNK3 scores. Right: The progression of the average
Top-20 rewards over the course of training of the HN-GFN in optimizing GSK3β and JNK3.

methods, evolutionary algorithms (MOEA/D and NSGA-III) fail to find high-scoring molecules,
especially the MOEA/D. HN-GFN outperforms Concat-GFN and FiLM-GFN, and is the only
conditional variant that can match the performance of PS-GFN, implying the superiority of the well-
designed hypernetwork-based conditioning mechanism. In Figure 2 (left), we visualize the empirical
property (JNK3) distribution of the molecules sampled by HN-GFN and PS-GFN conditioned on
the set of evaluation preference vectors. We observe that the distributions are similar and the trends
are consistent: the larger the preference weight, the higher the average score. The comparable
performance and consistent sampling distributions illustrate that HN-GFN has adequate capacity to
generalize over preference vectors. Since the runtime and storage space of PS-GFN scale linearly
with the number of preference vectors, our unified HN-GFN provides a significantly efficient way to
explore various trade-offs between objectives.

5.2 Multi-objective Bayesian optimization

Next, we evaluate the effectiveness of HN-GFN as an acquisition function optimizer within MOBO
in practical scenarios. We consider the following objective combinations of varying sizes:

• GNK3β+JNK3: Jointly inhibiting Alzheimer-related targets GNK3β and JNK3.

• GNK3β+JNK3+QED+SA: Jointly inhibiting GNK3β and JNK3 while being drug-like and
easy-to-synthesize.

We rescale the SA score (initially between 10 and 1) so that all the above properties have a range
of [0,1] and higher is better. For both combinations, we consider starting with |D0| = 200 random
molecules and further querying the oracle N = 8 rounds with batch size b = 100. Each experiment
is repeated with 3 random seeds.

Baselines. We compare HN-GFN with three representative LSO methods (qParEGO [37],
qEHVI [12], and LaMOO [65]), as well as a variety of state-of-the-art combinatorial optimization
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(a) GSK3β + JNK3 (b) GSK3β + JNK3 + QED + SA

Figure 3: Optimization performance (hypervolume) over MOBO loops.

Table 2: Diversity for different methods in MOBO scenarios.

Div (↑)
GSK3β + JNK3 GSK3β + JNK3 + QED + SA

Graph GA 0.347 ± 0.059 0.562 ± 0.031
MARS 0.653 ± 0.072 0.754 ± 0.027
P-MOCO 0.646 ± 0.008 0.350 ± 0.130

HN-GFN 0.810 ± 0.003 0.744 ± 0.008
HN-GFN w/ hindsight 0.793 ± 0.007 0.738 ± 0.009

methods: Graph GA [30] is a genetic algorithm, MARS [61] is a MCMC sampling approach, and
P-MOCO [41] is a multi-objective RL method. We provide more details in Appendix B.2.

Experimental results. Figure 3 illustrates that HN-GFN achieves significantly superior perfor-
mance (HV) to baselines, especially when trained with the proposed hindsight-like off-policy strategy.
HN-GFN outperforms the best baselines P-MOCO and Graph GA of the two objective combinations
by a large margin (0.67 vs. 0.50 and 0.42 vs. 0.34), respectively. Besides, HN-GFN is more sample-
efficient, matching the performance of baselines with only half the number of oracle evaluations.
All combinatorial optimization methods result in more performance gains compared to the LSO
methods, implying that it is promising to optimize directly over the discrete space. In Table 2, we
report the Div (computed among the batch of 100 candidates and averaged over rounds). For a fair
comparison, we omit the LSO methods as they only support 160 rounds with batch size 5 due to
memory constraints. Compared with Graph GA and P-MOCO, which sometimes propose quite
similar candidates, the superior optimization performance of HN-GFN can be attributed to the ability
to sample a diverse batch of candidates. Another interesting observation, in the more challenging
setting (GNK3β+JNK3+QED+SA), is that MARS generates diverse candidates via MCMC sampling
but fails to find a high-quality Pareto front, indicating that HN-GFN can find high-reward modes
better than MARS. The computational costs are discussed in Appendix B.4.

5.3 Ablations

Effect of the hindsight-like off-policy strategy. In the first round of MOBO, for each λtarget ∈ Λ
we sample 100 molecules every 500 training steps and compute the average Top-20 reward over Λ.
In Figure 2 (right), we find that the hindsight-like off-policy strategy significantly boosts average
rewards, demonstrating that sharing high-performing molecules among policies effectively speeds up
the training of HN-GFN. On the other hand, further increasing γ leads to slight improvement. Hence,
we choose γ = 0.2 for the desired trade-off between generalization and specialization.
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Effect of Dir(α). Here we consider the more challenging GNK3β+JNK3+QED+SA combination,
where the difficulty of optimization varies widely for various properties. Table 3 shows that the
distribution skewed toward harder properties results in better optimization performance. In our early
experiments, we found that if the distribution of Λi is fixed, HN-GFN is quite robust to changes in α.

Effect of scalarization functions sλ. In Table 3, we observe that WS leads to a better Pareto front
than Tchebycheff. Although the simple WS is generally inappropriate when a non-convex Pareto
front is encountered [10], we find that it is effective when optimized with HN-GFN, which can sample
diverse high-reward candidates and may reach the non-convex part of the Pareto front. In addition,
we conjecture that the non-smooth reward landscapes induced by Tchebycheff are harder to optimize.

Table 3: Ablation study of the α and scalarization functions on GNK3β+JNK3+QED+SA.

α scalarization function
(1,1,1,1) (3,3,1,1) (3,4,2,1) WS Tchebycheff

HV 0.312 ± 0.039 0.385 ± 0.018 0.416 ± 0.023 0.416 ± 0.023 0.304 ± 0.075
Div 0.815 ± 0.015 0.758 ± 0.018 0.738 ± 0.009 0.738 ± 0.009 0.732 ± 0.014

6 Conclusion

We have introduced a MOBO algorithm for sample-efficient multi-objective molecular optimization.
This algorithm leverages a hypernetwork-based GFlowNet (HN-GFN) to sample a diverse batch of
candidates from the approximate Pareto front. In addition, we present a hindsight-like off-policy
strategy to improve optimization performance. Our algorithm outperforms existing approaches in
synthetic and practical scenarios. Future work includes extending this algorithm to other discrete
optimization problems such as biological sequence design and neural architecture search. One
limitation of the proposed HN-GFN is the higher computational costs than other training-free
optimization methods. However, the costs resulting from model training are negligible compared to
the costs of evaluating the candidates in real-world applications. We argue that the higher quality of
the candidates is much more essential than lower costs.
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A Algorithms

Algorithm 1 describes the overall framework of the proposed MOBO algorithm, where HN-GFN
is leveraged as the acquisition function optimizer. Algorithm 2 describes the training procedure for
HN-GFN within MOBO.

Algorithm 1 MOBO based on HN-GFN
Input: oracle f = (f1, . . . , fM ), initial dataset D0 = {(x0

i , f(x
0
i ))}ni=1, acquisition function a,

parameter of Dirichlet distribution α, number of rounds N , batch size b
Initialization: surrogate model M, parameters of HN-GFN πθ

for i = 1 to N do
Fit surrogate model M on dataset Di−1

Sample the set of target preference weights Λ ∼ Dir(α)
Train πθ with reward function Rλ(x) = a(µ(sλ(x)), σ(sλ(x));M) ▷ Algorithm 2
Sample query batch Bi = {xi

j}bj=1 based on λtarget ∈ Λ

Evaluate batch Bi with f and augment the dataset Di+1 = Di ∪ {(xi
j , f(x

i
j))}bj=1

end for

Algorithm 2 Training procedure for HN-GFN with the hindsight-like off-policy strategy
Input: available dataset Di, reward function R, minibatch size m, set of target preference vectors
Λ, proportion of hindsight-like strategy γ, replay buffers {Rλ}λ∈Λ

while not converged do
Flag ∼ Bernoulli(γ)
if Flag = 1 then

λ ∼ Λ
Sample m

2 trajectories from replay buffer Rλ

else
λ ∼ Dir(α)
Sample m

2 trajectories from the available dataset Di

end if
θ = (θmpnn, h(λ;ϕ))
Sample m

2 trajectories from policy π̃ and store terminal states x in Rλ for all λ ∈ Λ
Compute reward Rλ(x) on terminal states x from each trajectory in the minibatch
Update parameters θmpnn and ϕ with a stochastic gradient descent step w.r.t Equation (4)

end while

B Implementation details

B.1 Experimental settings

B.1.1 Molecule domain

Following Bengio et al. [6], the molecules are generated by sequentially attaching a fragment, which
is chosen from a predefined vocabulary of building blocks, to an atom of the partially constructed
molecules. The maximum trajectory length is 8, with the number of actions varying between 100
and 2000 depending on the state, making |X | up to 1016. We adopt the property prediction models
released by Xie et al. [61] to evaluate the inhibition ability of generated molecules against GSK3β
and JNK3.

B.1.2 Metrics

Diversity. Diversity (Div) is the average pairwise Tanimoto distance over Morgan fingerprints.
In the synthetic scenario, for each preference vector, we sample 1000 molecules, calculate the Div
among the Top-100 molecules, and report the averages over preferences. In MOBO, the DiV is
computed among the batch of 100 candidates per round, as Graph GA and MARS are not preference-
conditioned. And we believe this metric possibly is more aligned with how these methods might be
used in a biology or chemistry experiment.
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Correlation. Correlation (Cor) is the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between the probabil-
ity of sampling molecules from an external test set under the GFlowNet and their respective rewards
in the logarithmic domain: Cor = Spearman’s ρlog(π(x)),log(R(x)). The external test set is obtained
in two steps: First, we generate a random dataset containing 300K molecules uniformly based on
the number of building blocks; Next, we sample the test sets with uniform property distribution
corresponding to GSK3β and JNK3, respectively, from the 300K molecules.

B.2 Baselines

All baselines are implemented using the publicly released source codes with adaptations for our
MOBO scenarios. The evolutionary algorithms (MOEA/D and NSGA-III) are implemented in
PyMOO [9], and the LSO methods (qParEGO, qEHVI, and LaMOO) are implemented in BoTorch [4].
In MOBO scenarios, LaMOO and Graph GA utilize EHVI as the acquisition function. For all GP-
based methods, each objective is modeled by an independent GP.

B.3 HN-GFN

We implement the proposed HN-GFN in PyTorch [50]. The values of key hyper-parameters are
illustrated in Table 4.

Surrogate model: We use the 12-layer MPNN as the base architecture of the surrogate model in
our experiments. In MOBO, a single multi-task MPNN is trained with a batch size of 64 using the
Adam optimizer with a dropout rate of 0.1 and a weight decay rate of 1e-6. We apply early stopping
to improve generalization.

HN-GFN: HN-GFN contains a vanilla GFlowNet and a preference-conditioned hypernetwork. The
architecture of GFlowNet is a 10-layer MPNN, and the hypernetwork is a 3-layer MLP with multiple
heads, each generating weights for different layers of the target network. The HN-GFN is trained
with Adam optimizer to optimize the Flow Matching objective.

Table 4: Hyper-parameters used in the real-world MOBO experiments.

Hyper-parameter GSK3β + JNK3 GSK3β + JNK3 + QED + SA
Surrogate model

Hidden size 64 64
Learning rate 2.5e-4 1e-3
λ for evidential regression 0.1 0.1
Number of iterations 10000 10000
Early stop patience 500 500
Dropout 0.1 0.1
Weight decay 1e-6 1e-6

Acquisition function (UCB)
β 0.1 0.1

HN-GFN
Learning rate 5e-4 5e-4
Reward exponent 8 8
Reward norm 1.0 1.0
Trajectories minibatch size 8 8
Offline minibatch size 8 8
hindsight γ 0.2 0.2
Uniform policy coefficient 0.05 0.05
Hidden size for GFlowNet 256 256
Hidden size for hypernetwork 100 100
Training steps 5000 5000
α (1,1) (3,4,2,1)
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B.4 Empirical running time

The efficiency is compared on the same computing facilities using 1 Tesla V100 GPU. In the context
of MOBO, the running time of three LSO methods (i.e., qParEGO, qEHVI, and LaMOO) is around
3 hours, while Graph GA optimizes much faster and costs only 13 minutes. In contrast, the time
complexity of deep-learning-based discrete optimization methods is much larger. MARS costs 32
hours, while our proposed HN-GFN costs 10 hours. With the hindsight-like training strategy, the
running time of HN-GFN will increase roughly by 33%.

However, if we look at the problem in a bigger picture, the time costs for model training are likely
negligible compared to those of evaluating molecular candidates in real-world applications. Therefore,
we argue that the high quality of the candidates (the performance of the MOBO algorithm) is more
essential than having a lower training cost.

C Additional results

C.1 Sampled molecules in MOBO experiments

We give some examples of sampled molecules from the Pareto front by HN-GFN in the GSK3β +
JNK3 + QED + SA optimization setting (Figure 4). The numbers below each molecule refer to
GSK3β, JNK3, QED, and SA scores respectively.

Figure 4: Sampled molecules from the approximate Pareto front by HN-GFN.

C.2 Synthetic scenario

As illustrated in Figure 5, the distribution of Top-100 GSK3β scores shows a consistent trend in
preference-specific GFlowNet and our proposed HN-GFN, although the trend is not as significant as
the JNK3 property.

Figure 5: Comparison of the distribution of Top-100 GSK3β scores sampled by different preference
vectors using preference-specific GFlowNets and HN-GFN.
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C.3 Effect of Surrogate models

We conduct ablation experiments to study the effectiveness of different surrogate models. We consider
the following three surrogate models: evidential regression [1], Deep Ensembles [39], and GP based
on the Tanimoto kernel [59]. As shown in Table 5, we can observe that evidential regression leads
to better optimization performance than Deep Ensembles. While the HV of evidential regression
and GP is comparable, evidential regression can propose more diverse candidates. Furthermore, we
argue that GP is less flexible over discrete spaces than evidential regression and Deep Ensembles, as
different kernels need to be designed according to the data structures.

Table 5: Evaluation of different surrogate models in MOBO scenarios

GSK3β + JNK3 GSK3β + JNK3 + QED + SA
HV Div HV Div

HN-GFN (Evidential) 0.669 ± 0.061 0.793 ± 0.007 0.416 ± 0.023 0.738 ± 0.009
HN-GFN (Ensemble) 0.583 ± 0.103 0.797 ± 0.004 0.355 ± 0.048 0.761 ± 0.012
HN-GFN (GP) 0.662 ± 0.054 0.739 ± 0.008 0.421 ± 0.037 0.683 ± 0.018

D Comparison with parallel work

While the concept of Pareto GFlowNet was theoretically discussed in Bengio et al. [7], we are among
the first to study and instantiate this concept for MOO, and we address practical challenges that are
not discussed thoroughly in the original theoretical exposition to potentially make sample-efficient
molecular optimization a reality. We extensively study the impact of the conditioning mechanism
(Section 5.1) and surrogate models (Appendix C.3). Moreover, we delicately propose a hindsight-like
off-policy strategy (Section 4.3) which is rarely studied for MOO (in both the RL and GFlowNet
literature).

We note that there is a parallel work introduced in Jain et al. [29], which shares the idea of using
GFlowNets for MOO. In Jain et al. [29], they propose two variants MOGFN-PC and MOGFN-AL
for MOO in the single-round scenario and Bayesian optimization (BO) scenario, respectively. Indeed,
when HN-GFN is used as a stand-alone optimizer outside of MOBO (Section 5.1), it is similar to
MOGFN-PC except for using different conditioning mechanisms. As for MOBO, MOGFN-AL
is a vanilla GFlowNet whose reward function is defined as a multi-objective acquisition function
(NEHVI [13]). In addition to extending GFlowNet, we delicately propose a hindsight-like off-policy
strategy (Section 4.3) which is rarely studied for MOO (in both the RL and GFlowNet literature).
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